A future you'll love

Find a future you'll love by working for the Church of England across a wide range of different jobs and locations throughout the United Kingdom.

Further information and national vacancies

The National Church Institutions (NCIs) are a collective group of bodies that together support the mission and ministries of the Church by working with those who serve in parishes, Dioceses, schools and other ministries, and with partners at a national and international level.

We aim for everyone who works in the NCIs to feel they belong and are valued for who they are and what they contribute.

Find out more about the National Church Institutions

The majority of NCI staff are based at Church House in Westminster, Lambeth Palace and Bishophorpe Palace near York.
Meet some of us

Opportunities for all in a range of locations across the UK
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The National Church Institutions

Who are the NCIs and what do they do as part of the wider Church?
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Our jobs

See what opportunities exist for you

Benefits, Wellbeing and Development

A culture that brings happiness and wellbeing to your life

Values, belonging and inclusion

At the heart of all that we do, regardless of faith and background
Frequently asked questions

Get answers to our more frequently asked questions

Find work with joy on our dedicated careers website.

Discover a future you'll love

Coronavirus update

To keep our visitors and colleagues safe and healthy, we are following the latest Government Guidance.

Please continue to view and apply for our vacancies and monitor what stage your application is at as normal, and we will endeavour to keep you up to date at all times. If you have a specific query, please email us at hr.recruitment@churchofengland.org and we will respond to you as soon as possible.

We are managing current vacancies by minimising the need for unnecessary travel and face to face contact. This includes conducting some interviews using Microsoft Teams or Zoom technology. We are maximising choice when possible, with many teams opting for a hybrid approach to their working week, with a mixture of home and office-based working.

We will keep you posted on any changes and publish updated information through the national Church's social media accounts.
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